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Anarchic manufacturing: implementing fully distributed 
control and planning in assembly
Andrew Ma, Aydin Nassehi and Chris Snider

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK

ABSTRACT
This paper demonstrates that a distributed control and planning 
system can fulfil an idealised mixed-model assembly problem and 
compete with traditional systems. The anarchic manufacturing sys-
tem is a distributed planning and control system, based on a free 
market structure, where system elements have decision-making 
authority and autonomy. Mixed-model assembly is typically mana-
ged centrally for production planning and control, using simplifica-
tion and hierarchical structures to manage complexity. In 
developing anarchy, inter-job cooperation is implemented to syner-
gise jobs together and fulfil global objectives efficiently. The anar-
chic system maximises available flexibility, through embracing 
complexity, and reduces myopic decision making by maximising 
an agent’s lifetime profitability. Through agent-based simulation 
experiments, the anarchic system is compared to fixed and flexible 
centralised systems. The proposed system outperforms traditional 
systems when the scenario’s structural flexibility allows agile and 
delayed dynamic decision making. Additionally, the anarchic sys-
tem managed dynamic bottleneck disruptions as effectively as 
flexible centralised systems.
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1. Introduction

This paper proposes a free market agent-based distributed system for production plan-
ning and control of mixed-model assembly. It does so without relying on centralised 
decision-making entities or facilitators. The performance of this ‘Anarchic’ system (Ma et 
al., 2019a) is characterised in a number of key scenarios using agent-based simulation 
and compared to that of centralised systems. A free market structure is based on a 
permutation of the contract net protocol. The main driver for development of the 
anarchic system is to address the increasing complexity of assembly systems used to 
meet mass personalised demand; improvements in assembly are highly valuable 
worldwide.

Increasing product variety combined with volatile demand and a requirement for 
rapid lead time to market have resulted in a transition from dedicated assembly lines to 
mixed-model production. Volatile demand refers to rapidly transient customer expecta-
tions and values, and lead time to market is the time taken from order placement to a 
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customer’s receipt of goods. Businesses view flexibility and agility, to satisfy these two 
characteristics as a source of competitive advantage (He et al., 2014). Assembly is one of 
the most cost-effective approaches to achieve high product variety; however, variety also 
causes complexity in manufacturing and assembly systems (S. J. Hu et al., 2011).

Flexible production planning, scheduling and control of complex assembly systems is 
very difficult to achieve and has traditionally been managed through centralised and 
hierarchical methods; however, these have significant drawbacks due to their rigid 
structure (Bock et al., 2006). Heterarchical distributed systems offer a radical alternative 
that supposedly can manage complexity (Ma et al., 2019b) whilst delivering desirable 
characteristics of flexibility, fault-tolerance, self-organisation, etc. (Duffie & Piper, 1987; 
Ouelhadj & Petrovic, 2009; Shen & Norrie, 1999; Tharumarajah, 2001). Previously, other 
heterarchical systems have been investigated for planning and control, such as agent- 
based methods (Shen et al., 2006) and biological manufacturing systems (Ueda et al., 
2006), but have not been applied to the assembly problem. The distributed scheduling 
and control structures can now be realised through internet of things (IoT) technologies 
by participating in a cyber-physical system (CPS) (L. L. Monostori et al., 2016).

This paper evaluates if anarchic manufacturing systems can be effectively adapted for 
mixed-model assembly and whether proposed benefits of distributed systems can be 
realised in assembly production planning and control. The research gap considers 
whether a distributed system can effectively be applied to mixed-model production for 
planning and control, a distributed systems has not experimentally been applied to 
assembly scenarios. Anarchic is tested against centralised systems in idealised assembly 
scenarios; these idealised scenarios remove potential noise to clearly show anarchic 
manufacturing characteristics. The paper reviews relevant background literature for 
assembly and planning and control structures in Section 2, followed by the adaptation 
of anarchic manufacturing for assembly, Section 3. Agent-based simulation experiments 
are presented in Section 4, and finally discussion and conclusion on anarchic systems in 
assembly are provided in Sections 5 and 6.

2. Background

2.1. Assembly

Although the concept of assembly is well understood by practitioners, there is no single 
definition. For the purpose of this paper, considering planning, scheduling and control, 
assembly is defined as ‘the joining of components or subsystems together, to form a single 
system, achieved through an operation that may require resource(s) and not instanta-
neous to complete’. This definition aligns to existing definitions when considering 
production planning and control (S Jack Hu, 2014; Schenk et al., 2009).

Due to demands for more flexible and versatile production, assembly lines have changed 
from fixed lines of a single model to mixed-model assembly lines, producing variants of the 
same product family (Battini et al., 2009). Mixed-model assembly lines use flexible workers 
and machinery to reduce setup times and costs, so that different products can be jointly 
manufactured in an intermixed product sequence on the same line (Boysen et al., 2009). 
Many issues arise from mixed-model facilities having greater task duration variation and 
drift from the cycle time and a lack of buffers used in industry (Battini et al., 2009). Flexible 
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manufacturing and assembly systems are one of the most fundamental solutions to effi-
ciently react to disturbances (ElMaraghy et al., 2013). For mixed-model production lines, 
the production processes of manufactured goods require a minimum level of homogeneity, 
therefore a common base product, or platform, is typically used which is customisable 
through a bounded number of and predetermined optional features (Boysen et al., 2009).

The unique problem associated with assembly scheduling, not applicable to indepen-
dent jobs with only sequential operations, stipulates that a higher level item cannot be 
processed unless preceding lower level items have been processed and assembled 
(Kampker et al., 2014; Komaki et al., 2019). Reeja and Rajendran state this structural 
complexity introduces coordination and pacing problems. Typically, the problem is 
considered in two interrelated aspects spanning multiple planning horizons, sequencing 
orders (arrival to the assembly line) in the short term and balancing operations in the 
long term (Battini et al., 2009).

Assembly scheduling is typically referred to as assembly sequencing, which is the order 
that orders are released (Emde & Polten, 2019). Many researchers have focused on 
automated generation and optimisation of assembly sequences (Wang et al., 2009), often 
using meta-heuristic and search algorithms (Komaki et al., 2019). Sequencing problems 
are typically solved together with line balancing for mixed-model assembly lines, as line 
balancing solutions minimise potential workload fluctuations from different models (S. J. 
Hu et al., 2011). Assembly line balancing allocates tasks to work stations whilst considering 
restrictions and stochasticity (Wang et al., 2009), but is significantly impacted by product 
variety. Drift is the deviation from cycle time at a workstation, which can result in lost 
efficiency or bottlenecks (S. J. Hu et al., 2011). The assembly scheduling and line balancing 
typically alludes to rigid production system that processes orders in a fixed sequence along 
sequential workstations; rather than flexible routing between workstations (e.g. flow 
shops). However, further research is required to realise flexible assembly systems for 
high product variety and resultant complex systems (Asadi et al., 2016). Currently 
mixed-model assembly lines can manufacture moderately different models, rather com-
pletely different product mixes create short-term material supply issues (Battini et al., 
2009). Research is being conducted to increase flexibility in assembly through simulation 
optimisation methods that consider the stochastic nature of processes (Gyulai et al., 2017).

Existing research predominately considers rigid production systems processing orders 
along sequential workstations, focusing on order sequencing and line balancing, these 
centralised and highly structured systems lack flexibility. This paper investigates whether 
anarchic manufacturing can feasibly achieve mixed-model assembly production and 
provide many of the desired attributes of distributed systems, most notably flexibility 
and robustness. Idealised assembly production environments are used to evaluate the 
systems at a high level of abstraction, which is suitable for investigating radically different 
production planning and control structures.

2.2. Structures for production planning and control

System architectures for assembly production planning and control vary from hierarch-
ical to distributed methods; however, the majority use hierarchical and centralised 
methods; Figure 1 diagrammatically displays the different system architectures. Bock et 
al. state there is no approach in literature that fulfils the demands of real-time mixed- 
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model assembly line control (Bock et al., 2006); however, recently distributed systems 
have been proposed to resolve real-time systems (Sahin et al., 2017).

Hierarchical structures have multiple control layers, with distributed decision making 
between layers, improving robustness, but disturbances significantly reduce performance 
(Leitão, 2009). An example hierarchical breakdown for assembly uses the final assembler 
to allocate modules to intermediate sub-assemblers, reducing the complexity of the final 
assembly process (S. J. Hu et al., 2008; Modrak & Marton, 2012). Hierarchical architec-
tures typically use the same methods as centralised systems within each controlling 
entity. The traditional method of managing complexity, through simplification and 
increasing levels of hierarchy, has been shown to perform very poorly compared to 
alternative structures as complexity and scale increases (Ma et al., 2018).

Centralised systems aim to optimally, or near optimally, satisfy all constraints simul-
taneously (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2010). There are a variety of mathematical formulations 
that have been used for solving the assembly problem; however due to computational 
complexity predominately heuristic algorithms have been proposed (S. J. Hu et al., 2011). 
To avoid local optima issues, meta-heuristics are used to find optimal/near optimal 
assembly plans, assembly sequencing and line balancing, popular meta-heuristics are 
simulated annealing, genetic algorithm and ant-colony optimisation (Wang et al., 2009). 
Hybrid manufacturing systems aim to combine the benefits of heterarchical systems 
within a centralised or hierarchical structure; these systems guide or bound distributed 
decision making but ultimately have a hierarchy of power; an example is fractal manu-
facturing (Warnecke, 2003).

Heterarchical distributed systems allow low-level decision-making intelligence and 
autonomy, enabling them to coordinate and interact with each other and the environ-
ment (Cantamessa, 1997). There is no active central decision-making or hierarchical/ 
layered structure; many have loosely coupled temporary relationships rather than a 
predefined and fixed structure. Decentralised structures have been developed for produc-
tion planning, scheduling and control, to achieve flexibility and fault tolerance that 
hierarchical systems lack (He et al., 2014), aiming to adapt to highly dynamic variations 
in product requirements (Shen & Norrie, 1999). Distributed systems, typically through 
multi-agent systems (MAS) (Shen & Norrie, 1999), have recently investigated rationally 
bounded learning agents (Vrabič et al., 2018), feature-based manufacturing for distrib-
uted CPS (Adamson et al., 2017), distributed collaboration frameworks (Kádár et al., 
2018), control for large-scale and complex systems (Quijano et al., 2017) and resource 
sharing in production networks (Freitag et al., 2015).

Figure 1. System scheduling and control structures.
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Key benefits and criticisms of distributed systems are linked to structure and design 
principles. Proposed benefits are self-organisation, flexibility and adaptability, fault- 
tolerance, real-time control, dealing with complex scenarios (Heragu et al., 2002; 
Ouelhadj & Petrovic, 2009; Shen & Norrie, 1999). Additionally, distributed and typically 
agent-based systems are increasingly researched to achieve real-time production control 
(Sahin et al., 2017). Criticisms for distributed systems are suboptimal global solutions, 
chaotic and unpredictable outcomes, and myopic decision making (Blunck & Bendul, 
2016; He et al., 2014; László László Monostori et al., 2014).

There are few fully distributed systems investigated for assembly, despite recent 
increasing interest and capabilities provided through IoT and CPS technologies. Wang 
et al. comment that agent-based distributed manufacturing assembly has emerged for 
adaptive and dynamic process planning (Wang et al., 2009). Additionally, Krüger et al. 
propose combining decentralised and embedded controllers with machine learning for 
automation, to control system elements, including robotics, for flexible and reconfigur-
able assembly lines (Krüger et al., 2017). Antzoulatos et al. propose a MAS framework, 
using heterarchical with mediator structure, for plug-in/-out reconfigurable assembly 
resources (Antzoulatos et al., 2017); these intelligent and distributed resources align to 
the paradigm of CPS (L. L. Monostori et al., 2016). CPS are a network of interacting cyber 
and physical elements; this connects and enables communication between distributed 
physical objects (Leitão et al., 2016); and this would facilitate the direct communication 
required between elements in a distributed control system. IoT technologies provide the 
low-level capabilities for cyber connectivity of physical objects and has been used in cyber 
manufacturing to realise advanced analytics for distributed objects (Lee et al., 2016).

Anarchic manufacturing is a fully heterarchical distributed system, where there is no 
central oversight or control, low-level system elements have decision-making authority 
and autonomy (Ma et al., 2019a). It combines a free market architecture (Dias & Stentz, 
2000) with a permutation of Kádár’s contract net protocol with cost factor adaptation 
(Kádár & Monostori, 2001) for job to resource contracting. The family of heterarchical 
distributed systems also contains biological manufacturing systems (Ueda et al., 2006) 
and rule-based systems (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2010) as well as free market systems. The 
anarchic manufacturing system is underpinned by emergent synthesis, where individual 
agents pursue local and personal objectives to solve globally unclear problems (Ueda et 
al., 2001). Previous studies comparing anarchic manufacturing to centralised systems for 
independent job manufacturing (no assembly or inter-dependent jobs) have found the 
anarchic system to be robust to disruption (Ma et al., 2019a), able to embrace complexity, 
scale and customisation (Ma et al., 2018, 2019b).

3. Anarchic manufacturing for assembly

3.1. Introduction and design principles

Anarchic manufacturing system is adapted for mixed-model assembly scenarios, where 
jobs are inter-dependent for joining operations and must select a model to fulfil orders. 
Anarchic manufacturing’s design principles are maintained by retaining dynamic dis-
tributed decision making in a free market environment, where agents maximise profit-
ability through competitive behaviour, balk at high prices, are opportunistic with lower 
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prices. Global objectives are aligned via the free market structure by generating demand 
(orders) and using pricing mechanisms for resource allocation. Extensions to anarchic 
manufacturing for assembly covered in this paper consider natural team working envir-
onments requiring collaboration and group consensus; additionally job agents have 
decision-making authority over what model or product they become.

Anarchic manufacturing for assembly aims to achieve agility through maximising 
flexibility in the system, robustness under disturbances, self-coordination and organisa-
tion whilst globally realising objectives of fulfilling orders in a complex environment. 
This will validate and extend research into distributed systems through applying them to 
a scenario not previously evaluated.

3.2. System structure and mechanisms

The anarchic manufacturing system fulfils orders by generating demand for the asso-
ciated model; this influences profitability and subsequent agent decision making. The 
system consists of jobs, where job i of class c is noted as Jic and there are a total of nJob, 
jobs are processed into products (finished goods and realisation of models) to fulfil 
customer orders of models, where model k is noted as Mk and there are nM models, by 
using resources (machine tools) to complete operations, where resource p of capability j 
is noted as Rp there are a total of nR resources. Models have predefined operations that 
combine different job classes requiring a specific capability and have a nominal duration; 
these are represented by precedence graphs, see Figure 2 for an example precedence 
graph and annotations identifying jobs, classes, models and products.

Orders for specific models are created periodically and are fulfilled on a FIFO basis by 
completed products. Models differ but may have common jobs until an operation 
customises the job to a model; i.e. jobs can fulfil multiple models until the point of 
model customisation. Following the free market structure, there is a product selling price 
on fulfilling an order. The selling price informs incomplete jobs of the benefit on fulfilling 
a specific model and influences job decision making which is profit maximising. The 
system creates jobs so that there are enough jobs of each class plus a small buffer, in 
experimentation there are three additional jobs of each class, to fulfil current orders.

The anarchic manufacturing system for assembly is best described by following a job’s 
processes. A job decides which model to pursue, it then assesses the next operation for 
this model and whether additional jobs are required. If so, it will search for jobs and 
request them in turn to connect. If the request is successful a regrouping process 
determines, through profit maximisation, which model to pursue and which jobs to 
group together. Once all required jobs are connected for the next operation, they 
negotiate with resources individually. As jobs have individual objectives and may prefer 
different resources, a group consensus method, based on the Borda Count, selects the 
most suitable resource. A job can renege on arrival to a queue by paying off the job in 
front. On completing each operation, the job reassesses which model to pursue and on 
completing all operations for a model, it is assigned to an order. This process is shown in 
Figure 3; five key decision-making processes and actions highlighted are covered in 
depth.
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3.2.1. Model profitability and selection
A job, on creation and after each operation, selects a model to pursue, Figure 3 note 1, 
using model profitability in a roulette wheel selection process (Lipowski & Lipowska, 
2012), which is socially beneficial to achieve global goals. Roulette wheel selection 
randomly selects a weighted option, weightings change the probability of selection. 
This selection process requires calculating the profitability of each model at time t for 
job i of class c, Pftik(t), determined by Equations 1–7. Profitability considers the selling 
price if job i can still fulfil model k at time t, Prcik(t), expected total cost, Cexpik(t), which 
incorporates costs already incurred and currency available, the demand for model k, 
Dmdk(t), the number of jobs of the same class fulfilling model k, Fflck(t), and the 
fulfilment model weighting, FWgtik(t), which considers the model demand and fulfilment 
by all job classes required to complete the model. The profitability of model k for job i at 
time t is calculated by 

Pftik tð Þ ¼ FWgtik tð Þ � Prcik tð Þ � Cexpik tð Þ þ 5 � Dmdk tð Þ � Fflck tð Þð Þð Þ (1) 

The coefficient of 5 increases the impact between model demand and model fulfilment on 
decision making. To evaluate the expected cost, a binary function is used to determine 
whether an operation of capability j is required by job i of class c (Jic) for model k at time t, 
Oickj; given the status of job i, i.e. the number of operations required to fulfil model k 
given the operations the job has completed. 

Oickj tð Þ ¼ 1 ifJicrequiresoperationOofcapabilityj
tofulfilmodelkattimet

0 otherwise

8
<

:
(2) 

Figure 2. Example precedence graph.
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Another binary function is used to determine whether job J is in the group containing job 
i, Jigrp, at time t. 

JJi tð Þ ¼ 1 ifJJ 2 Jigrpattimet
0 otherwise

�

(3) 

The expected total cost considers the expected cost of operations outstanding for the job 
to complete the product and the cost of operations already incurred and all available 

Figure 3. Job decision flow chart.
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currency from jobs in the job group containing job i at time t, Jigrp(t). The expected total 
cost, Cexpik(t), uses the average recent cost of capability j, Cstj(t), costs already incurred 
by all jobs in the group, CstHisigrp (t), and the currency available to job J at time t, CryJ(t), 
is calculated as 

Cexpik tð Þ ¼
XnOk

Ok¼0
Cstj tð Þ � Oickj tð Þ
� �

þ
XnJob

J¼0
JJi tð Þ CstHisJgrp tð Þ � CryJ tð Þ

� �� �
(4) 

where Ok is the index of operations required for model k and nok is the total number of 
operations.

A job accounts for the demand for a model and the number of other jobs of the same 
class aiming to fulfil this model. The number of jobs that are similarly to job i of class c 
fulfilling model k, Fflck(t), which sums all the model (profitability) weightings of jobs of a 
particular class and model (i.e. if a job can fulfil multiple models, the model weighting for 
each model is taken, each are a fraction of and sum to 1), is calculated as 

Fflck tð Þ ¼
X

CJ¼Ci^kJ¼ki

PftJck tð Þ
P

PftJck tð Þ�0 PftJck tð Þ
(5) 

The fulfilment model weighting for job i for model k at time t, FWgtik(t), considers the 
demand for model k and the fulfilment by jobs of the same class c and then adjusts this by 
the demand and fulfilment by other job of classes required to be joined with for model k. 
The job uses the weighting to assess the demand fulfilment by the same class, and is 
influenced heavily by other classes it is required to join with. A binary function defines 
the job classes required for model k is defined as 

Ck ¼ f
1 ifclasscisrequiredformodelkand

notthesameclassasJobi
0 otherwise

(6) 

The fulfilment model weighting, FWgtik(t), considers the demand over fulfilment of a 
model but bounds these factors between 0 and 2 using the minimum function, it is 
defined as 

FWgtik tð Þ ¼ 0:5þ 0:5 �min
Dmdk tð Þ
Fflck tð Þ

; 2
� �

þ
Xnc

Cc¼0
0:5 � min

Ck � Dmdk tð Þ
Fflck tð Þ

; 2
� �

� 1
� �� �

(7) 

3.2.2. Job connection, grouping and group model selection
If job A requires additional jobs to complete the next operation, it will search for suitable 
jobs to connect with against class, availability and status criteria; see Figure 3 note 2. Jobs 
are available if they are not complete products or in operation; therefore, a job is available 
whilst queuing. A job’s status indicates which operations have been completed. Job A will 
search for suitable jobs and approach the first, job B, and send job B a request to connect 
respective groups, GrpA(t) and GrpB (t), if the request is accepted a group reevaluation 
occurs, if unsuccessful job A approaches the next suitable job. Job B will accept the 
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request to connect subject to the scenario; regarding job A and B’s model selection, k, and 
whether job B has selected and is queuing at a resource, RB. The acceptance criteria is 
based on both jobs’ model fulfilment weighting, Fflik(t), which indicates the level of 
commitment to model k and currency held by each group, Crygrp; these scenarios and 
criteria are detailed in Table 1.

Where a job’s model fulfilment weighting, Fflik(t), determines the proportional 
weighting of model k by profitability against all models for job i, is defined as 

Fflik tð Þ ¼
Pftik tð Þ

P
Pftik tð Þ�0 Pftik tð Þ

(8) 

If job A satisfies the connecting request criteria all jobs connected to jobs A and B are re- 
evaluated together. On reevaluation a model is selected and the most suitable jobs for it 
are grouped (both using currency held multiplied by model fulfilment weighting), this is 
repeated until all jobs are grouped together and each have a model to pursue. This 
process is conducted by a nominated job in the group for administrative purposes only, 
there is no bias or benefit. This regrouping process selects the best and most suited jobs, 
therefore jobs can dynamically change groups up until they are operated on; changing is 
determined by how attractive the offer is in the scenario.

3.2.3. Job to resource negotiation
A job, after connecting with all required jobs, will each negotiate the next operation with 
resources, by their own objectives; this relates to the process in Figure 3 note 3. The 
anarchic negotiation protocol follows that of Ma et al.’s with a few adjustments (Ma et al., 
2019a); this has the same structure as the contract net protocol (Smith, 1980).

A job will communicate with applicable (capable) resources and invite them to tender, 
the job evaluates a threshold it is willing to spend on this next operation; by proportion-
ing the combined currency of the group against the value of the next operation over the 
value of all operations remaining to complete the model. Additionally, the job calculates 
an inter-bidding round increment as a small proportion of the threshold. Each resource 
invited to tender evaluates an initial bid and inter-bid reduction. The resource’s initial 
bid for bid round n for resource p of capability j at time t, βpjn (t), is a function of recent 
average cost of capability j, Cstj (t), recent utilisation, ωp (t), utilisation weighting, Up, 
total queue length, Qtotp(t), which is a combination of assigned jobs, Qasgp(t), and 
expected queue length, Qexpp(t); and is defined as 

βpjn ¼ 1:1 � Cstj tð Þ � Upωp tð Þ þ
1 � Up
� �

Qtotp tð Þ
Qjutil

� �

(9) 

Table 1. Job request connection criteria.
Scenario at time t Criteria

kA ¼ kB ^ RB ¼ ; CrygrpA tð Þ � FflAkA tð Þ � 0:7 � CrygrpB tð Þ � FflBkB tð Þ
kA�kB ^ RB ¼ ; CrygrpA tð Þ � FflAkA tð Þ � 1 � CrygrpB tð Þ � FflBkB tð Þ
kA ¼ kB ^ RB�; CrygrpA tð Þ � FflAkA tð Þ � 1:5 � CrygrpB tð Þ � FflBkB tð Þ
kA�kB ^ RB�; CrygrpA tð Þ � FflAkA tð Þ � 2 � CrygrpB tð Þ � FflBkB tð Þ
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where 1.1 is an initial surplus value, and utilisation, ωp(t), and total queue length, Qtotp 

(t), is weighted 0.3:0.7, and Qjutil is the queue size of resources with capability j required 
to meet full utilisation over the planning time horizon. Total queue length, considering 
queue already assigned and the expected queue, is defined as 

Qtotp tð Þ ¼ Qasgp tð Þ þ Qexpp tð Þ (10) 

To count the number of resources of a capability, resource R with capability j, RRj, is 
represented as a binary value: 

RRj ¼ f
1 ifresourcephascapabilityj
0 otherwise (11) 

The expected queue is an estimated number of operations in the current pool of jobs 
requiring capability j, considering how many operations of capability j are required for a 
job of class c to fulfil model k, Ockj, and the number of jobs of class c fulfilling model k, 
Fflck(t), as defined in Equation 5. The expected queue length, Qexpp(t), is defined as 

Qexpp tð Þ ¼ 0:5 �

P
j¼jp

Fflck tð Þ � Ockj
PnR

R¼0 RRj
(12) 

The factor of 0.5 is taken, as holistically jobs are expected to be halfway through 
production.

The resource’s inter-bid round reduction, Redp(t), is bounded between 1 and 10 and is 
a function of recent bid success, τp(t), and actual job queue over expected job queue; this 
is defined as 

Redp tð Þ ¼ 5 � 2 � τp tð Þ þ
Qasgp tð Þ
Qexpp tð Þ

� �

(13) 

After job and resources have evaluated their bidding values, the job evaluates and records 
all bids, and will continue bidding rounds until a bid received is below the job’s threshold 
or the maximum of five rounds is reached. Between bidding rounds a job increases its 
threshold by the increment and resources lower their bids by reduction, Redp(t). If five 
bidding rounds have been exceeded the job records the resource bids from the last round 
and will retender after a short waiting time if another job in its group has not successfully 
negotiated with resources.

3.2.4. Job group consensus, resource selection
A group of jobs must decide which resource to select, relating to Figure 3 note 4; however, 
with different objectives they may have different preferences; a currency weighted Borda 
Count method (Zahid & De Swart, 2015) is used to select a single option. The Borda Count 
gives points for each voting participant to candidates in rank order; for m candidates the 
highest ranked receives m votes and the second m–1 votes, etc. The highest scoring candidate 
resource is selected by multiplying the job’s (voter’s) currency held and the Borda Count 
score for all jobs. The lowest negotiated price for the resource by any job is taken.
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3.2.5. Job renege in queue
On arrival to a resource queue a job (A), or the administrative job, will renege if possible 
to skip the queue; at note 5 for Figure 3. Reneging is to go back on an agreement, here it is 
used to negotiate with other jobs to take their place in the queue for a negotiate cost. The 
remaining joint currency after negotiation, threshold less operation cost, is used to pay 
off the next job (B) in the queue. Job B calculates a payoff queue-skipping price and will 
allow job A to go ahead in the queue if the payoff price is below job A’s remaining 
currency. Job B’s queue-skipping price is the original negotiation threshold plus time 
(min) since the first tender less the operation cost.

4. Experimentation

Experimentation investigated two mixed-model assembly scenarios, idealised balanced 
production and dynamic bottlenecks, comparing the anarchic manufacturing system and 
two centralised systems. These two idealised scenarios are suitable to extend knowledge 
as there have been no reported experimental studies into distribute systems for assembly. 
The two comparative centralised systems both used a push model but differing cell 
structures.

The general mixed-model assembly production planning and control problem 
investigated here fulfils orders of predetermined models (products), orders are 
periodically created and randomly assigned a model. Each model has a fixed pre-
cedence graph, see Figure 2 for an example, where orders are fulfilled by jobs of 
particular classes that undertake a sequence of operations to become products. If the 
production planning and control system allows, jobs may be used for different orders 
and even products, if the job (or subsystem) has not been customised to a model for 
the latter.

Metrics of work in progress (WIP) and order lead time were recorded and analysed for 
both experiments, which allowed for simulation ramp-up and long run behaviour. WIP 
indicates the system cash position and relative production efficiency, order lead time 
indicates fulfilment speed and service level. Agent-based models were created, enabling 
for independent decision making for each element, and simulations used 50 runs for each 
parameter setting to achieve a high level of confidence. AnyLogic was used for efficient 
agent-based simulation modelling.

The experimental setup and input data were fabricated to reduce unnecessary noise 
and to focus on comparing anarchic against centralised systems in a generalised manu-
facturing environment. Inputs directly reflecting industry can obscure results, through 
unnecessary real-world representation or industry-specific problems. These idealised 
scenarios are most suitable to evaluate the holistic feasibility of anarchic manufacturing 
and distributed structures.

4.1. Comparative centralised system

The two comparative centralised systems used a push model, with three levels of 
hierarchy but different cell structures; see Figure 4 for system illustrations. A push system 
was selected over pull to manage increasing variation in mixed-model production. 
Krishnamurthy et al. state pull strategies are fundamentally handicapped for 
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manufacturing facilities that produce different products with distinct demands and/or 
processing requirements (Krishnamurthy et al., 2004).

In the fixed system cells contained one of each resource type and cells manufactured 
all jobs for an order. Whereas the flexible system had a flow shop structure, cells 
contained all resources of a particular capability. The global coordinator reassigned 
jobs to capability cells for each operation. Both systems used the earliest due date 
(EDD) dispatch rule (heuristic) to allocate jobs to cell/resource. Both systems used a 
push system and following material resource planning (MRP) practice, jobs (or materi-
als) are assigned to an order and cannot transfer to another (Lewis & Slack, 2003).

For both centralised systems no line balancing was required or traditional assembly 
sequencing. Experiment setup created nominally balanced production with flexible in cell 
routing; rather than rigid assembly lines of sequential workstations.

4.2. Balanced production

4.2.1. Introduction
A balanced production experiment evaluated anarchic against centralised systems in an 
idealised state with increasing levels of drift. Although manufacturers aim to minimise 
drift, for mixed-model assembly lines it will be almost impossible to balance the line 
properly, due to differing model characteristics (S. J. Hu et al., 2011), this is extended by 
stochastic operation durations. This nominally balanced production scenario, with 
increasing levels of drift, will clearly indicate performance regardless of line balancing.

4.2.2. Method
Both systems aim to fulfil orders for three models by performing joining and indepen-
dent operations on jobs. There are 16 resources (machine tools), 4 of each capability, 
there are 3 capabilities (A, B, C) for independent operations and 1 capability (Z) for 
joining. Orders arrive at a constant rate, maintaining 60% utilisation, are randomly 
assigned a model against a split of 0.4:0.4:0.2, see Table 2 for a summary of fixed 
parameters. There are no additional resources required or work in progress restrictions, 
movement durations are very small relative to operation durations.

The experiment increases levels of drift, both structurally in parameter, ψ, and through 
stochastic operation durations, δ; both parameters have three levels. As structural drift, ψ, 
increases nominal operation duration is more varied, model precedence structures 
increasingly diverge and job customisation to a particular model is earlier (reducing 
job interchangeability between models). This parameter progression is shown in Figure 5, 

Figure 4. Centralised systems structures.
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displaying model precedence graphs with model customisation, operation capability and 
nominal durations. To maintain nominally balanced production, all models require each 
capability twice. The second parameter stochastic operation durations, δ, vary durations 
against a uniform random distribution, increasing from 0 to 0.25 and 0.5.

4.2.3. Results
The experiment results, shown in Figure 6 for WIP jobs with a 95% confidence interval, 
Figure 7 for order lead time and Table 3 for lead time population splits, directly compare 
the three systems. The 95% confidence interval for Figures 6 and 9 is very narrow and 
appears as a line in some plots, these areas when not overlapping with a mean line 
indicate that the results are different at 95% confidence interval. WIP jobs results indicate 
anarchic manufacturing is significantly better when all models are identical, ψ = 1, 
additionally for moderate structural drift, ψ = 2, all systems perform similarly; at both 

Table 2. Balanced production fixed parameters.
Parameter Value

No. resources 16 MTs
No. capabilities 4 (4 of each)
No. cells (central fixed and flexible only) 4 cells
Nominal utilisation rate 60%
No. models (weighted split) 3 (0.4:0.4:0.2)
Average operating time/product 160 min
Average operation duration 20 min

Figure 5. Balanced production, structural drift precedence graphs.
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levels the anarchic system maximises flexibility. For ψ = 3, the anarchic system’s poor 
performance arises from structural inflexibility, preventing jobs model transferring due 
to earlier customisation to model. Decision making mechanisms, currency levels and 
costs were not optimised, these hindered jobs from assessing profitability effectively 
causing some to go beyond the point of customisation before there was sufficient 
demand. For most parameter levels, the fixed system’s performance was worse than the 
centralised flexible system. The flexible centralised system performed consistently by 
prioritising affectively and reduce waiting time for co-dependent jobs. The fixed system 
represents a hierarchical structure, with siloed cells that do not communicate; whereas 
the flexible can effectively manage all resources; a cell manages all interchangeable 
resources simultaneously. The increasing stochasticity of operation durations, δ, has 
little impact on system performances compared to structural drift.

Analysing order lead time results in Figure 7 and Table 3, anarchic manufacturing 
outperforms both centralised systems for the majority of orders in all scenarios. The anarchic 
system, for ψ = 1 & 2, significantly outperforms the push systems for all orders; even for 
moderate structural drift and reduced flexibility for ψ = 2. For ψ = 3, the anarchic system has 
a superior performance for the initial 75% of orders, as shown in Table 3, but a longer tail of 
prolonged order lead times. This is because anarchic systems demonstrate anticipatory 
behaviour, guided by model profitability, whilst utilising dynamic demand oriented decision 
making; producing a strong global result despite the heavily criticised myopic decision 

Figure 6. Balanced production, WIP job results.
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making (although reduced as jobs maximise lifetime profitability). The fixed and flexible 
system performances mimic that of WIP jobs performance, with consistency at all parameter 
levels. It is unknown why for ψ = 2 the flexible system consistently performs worse. 
Operation duration stochasticity does not significantly impact performance; at reduced 
stochasticity levels all systems have spikes, which is due to repeated identical sequences.

Figure 7. Balanced production, order lead time results.

Table 3. Balance production, order lead time population split.

Order lead time

ψ = 1 ψ = 2 ψ = 3

50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90%

δ = 0 Anarchic 55.4 75.1 102.5 67.4 88.1 115.7 105.5 146.7 223.8
Flexible 125.6 139.4 144.9 124.0 140.0 175.6 128.3 150.3 170.6
Fixed 144.8 161.5 178.2 128.3 151.4 161.1 149.5 164.8 180.8

δ = 0.25 Anarchic 55.2 73.7 97.7 64.5 86.7 110.9 102.9 148.2 227.0
Flexible 125.2 137.3 148.1 133.3 150.7 179.8 127.9 149.8 170.6
Fixed 129.1 150.3 161.2 133.4 153.7 170.6 145.9 163.4 179.9

δ = 0.5 Anarchic 56.5 76.8 102.1 64.4 88.3 113.7 106.4 146.5 214.9
Flexible 127.7 141.4 155.8 137.1 156.6 187.3 130.7 154.5 177.2
Fixed 132.5 149.4 164.6 137.0 155.4 173.3 147.0 165.3 183.2
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4.3. Dynamic bottleneck production

4.3.1. Introduction
Bottlenecks can significantly reduce productivity, many current bottleneck detection 
schemes focus on long-term detection, typically evaluated analytically or through simu-
lation; however, short-term bottleneck detection is increasingly important in operations 
management (Li et al., 2009). Short-term dynamic bottlenecks are harder to manage and 
require process control techniques. The experiment created dynamic bottlenecks by 
drastically increasingly one operation duration, of a different capability, for each model.

4.3.2. Method
This experiment adapted the previous experiment for balanced production, evaluated in 
Section 4.2, at ψ = 2 and δ = 0.25. Table 4 summaries the fixed parameter settings, notably 
utilisation increased to 80% (by increasing order arrival rate, adjusted for the extended 
operation), and order model split is a third each. Average and total model operation 
durations change by variable parameter and have been omitted.

The experiment increases the severity of the bottleneck by increasing the duration of 
the single extended operation; this variable parameter is denoted as γ. A dynamic 
bottleneck between capabilities is ensured by extending a different capability for each 
model. Figure 8 shows the three model precedence graphs, the extended operation 
duration is marked ‘XX’ and durations are detailed in Table 5.

4.3.3. Results
Results from dynamic bottleneck production are shown in Figure 9 for WIP jobs, Figure 
10 for order lead time and Table 6 for order lead time population splits. WIP jobs results, 

Table 4. Dynamic bottleneck fixed parameters.
Parameter Value

No. machine tools 16 MTs
No. capabilities 4 (4 MTs of each)
No. cells (central fixed and flexible only) 4 cells
Nominal utilisation rate 80%
No. models (order split between models) 3 (0.33:0.33:0.33)

Figure 8. Dynamic bottleneck precedence graphs.
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displayed in Figure 9 with a 95% confidence interval, clearly shows the flexible system is 
best and the anarchic has a similar but slightly worse performance at all parameter levels. 
The centralised fixed system, with isolated hierarchical cells, performs poorly and for 
γ = 2 the system is unstable; instability is evident from a continuously increasing trend. 
All systems are unstable at γ = 3.

Anarchic systems have superior performance at all levels for order lead time. Order 
lead times increase as γ increases for all systems, with the anarchic system performing 
best at all population splits, despite a longer tail than centralised flexible systems. This 
superior order lead time, improving service level, can be highly attractive to manufac-
turers. Additionally, it demonstrates the anarchic system’s robustness to unforeseen 
disruption through its ability to manage short-term dynamic bottlenecks.

Figure 9. Dynamic bottleneck production, WIP jobs results.

Table 5. Dynamic bottleneck variable parameter.
Parameter level Extended operation duration (min) Proportion of extended operation of whole process (%)

γ = 1 50 14
γ = 2 75 20
γ = 3 100 25

Figure 10. Dynamic bottleneck production, order lead time.

Table 6. Dynamic bottleneck, order lead time population split.

Order lead time

γ = 1 γ = 2 γ = 3

50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90%

Anarchic 136.3 174.8 223.7 186.2 240.8 304.0 246.3 320.4 399.4
Flexible 181.8 208.1 236.7 229.3 270.4 316.7 293.0 357.5 425.7
Fixed 219.6 250.9 281.2 325.0 385.3 641.9 452.7 548.1 642.0
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5. Discussion

5.1. Anarchic manufacturing for assembly

The assembly scheduling and control problem extends independent job manufacture 
through a coordination problem, assigning jobs to join once all preceding operations 
have been fulfilled. The anarchic manufacturing system, in the two experiments have 
demonstrated the ability to resolve this coordination problem in a purely distributed 
manner. The lack of global coordination in distributed systems is argued for the use of 
mediators and hybrid systems (Blunck & Bendul, 2016); hybrid systems use a hierarchical 
structure with distributed decision making (He et al., 2014). However, in this paper inter- 
job cooperation is achieved using the anarchic manufacturing’s design principles by 
maintaining free market competition and profit maximisation, fulfilling global objectives 
met; efficiently delivering orders in a short lead time. The balanced production experi-
ment, covered in Section 4.2, demonstrates that regardless of line balancing activities, 
mixed-model assembly can effectively be fulfilled through anarchy and distributed 
systems.

The balanced production experiment demonstrates that the anarchic system can fulfil 
assembly production whilst maximising flexibility in the system. At lower levels of 
structural drift, most notably for late model customisation, the anarchic system out-
performed centralised systems for both WIP jobs and order lead time. Good order lead 
time was maintained at higher levels of structural drift, however WIP jobs was poor as 
reduced flexibility hindered the anarchic system. The dynamic bottleneck production 
experiment demonstrated the anarchic system’s ability to adapt to disruption, as degra-
dation in performance was in line with the centralised flexible system, which operated as 
a flow shop. Order lead times, although superior for most orders, had a large distribution; 
this is undesirable for some manufacturers. However, a more aggressive demand and 
priority oriented pricing structure will likely resolve this and cut the long tail. This would 
be achieved by advertising an increased selling price of a highly demanded model to 
influence job decision making, whilst maintaining the anarchic/distributed structure.

The anarchic manufacturing system’s maximising flexibility trait, through inter- 
changeable jobs/subsystems and discussed in Section 5.2, could entail that new permuta-
tions of existing models can easily be fulfilled without system re-planning. Mixed-model 
assembly lines typically produced variants from a platform (Battini et al., 2009). An 
agent’s fulfilment by profitability would indicate suitability for higher-level business 
decisions on product mix and appropriate pricing as the anarchic system’s free market 
and profitability-oriented mechanisms directly relate to business objectives.

This research aligns to previous studies; this includes conclusions drawn by Bocella et 
al., their comparison of centralised against distributed systems concluded that distributed 
systems were more flexible in response to dynamic and stochastic environments, including 
failures (Boccella et al., 2020). Additionally, Tochev et al. found that under dynamic 
scenarios with failures the distributed system was more flexible in managing disruption 
compared to centralised systems (Tochev et al., 2018). Myopia is a key criticism of 
distributed systems (Bendul & Blunck, 2019); this research has exhibited the downfalls 
of this myopia when production constraints limit the system flexibility. However, it is 
shown that the agility of the system can overcome myopia when production constraints do 
not impede flexible production. Although these previous studies have similar conclusions, 
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they have not indicated how their systems could be adapted to assembly or mixed-model 
production, therefore a direct comparison between research studies cannot be made.

Several distributed system traits are exhibited during experimentation, agility and 
flexibility, self-healing and myopic decision making; these are discussed below.

5.2. Agility and maximising flexibility

The balanced production experiment increases structural drift and reduces available 
flexibility in the mixed-model assembly system. It is evident that the flexible centralised 
system maintains performance; however, the anarchic maximises the flexibility available 
at the reduced drift and high flexibility scenarios. Centralised systems were unable to 
maximise flexibility available as on aligning to MRP principles the jobs (materials) are 
assigned an order and cannot change at any point during production. The anarchic 
manufacturing system’s dynamic decision making for jobs at all stages of production 
allows for an agile and adaptive delayed decision making; rather than being tied to a 
specific order from creation.

The anarchic system maximises flexibility by embracing complexity, the less restricted 
and more complex the system is the more effective flexibility becomes. Following an 
entropic view to complexity, as the number of options and selection choices increase the 
more complex the system is (Elmaraghy et al., 2012). The anarchic system has its limits, 
as seen in the balanced production experiment when structural drift was high at ψ = 3; 
when earlier customisation limited flexibility, the system’s early decisions based on 
uncertain information were binding and prevented adaptability to the new scenario. 
The centralised push systems manage complexity through simplification and structure by 
assigning jobs an order on creation. The flexible system is effective for all experimental 
parameter levels, but limits its performance; the fixed system with an hierarchical cells 
structure performs reasonably well until it faces disruptions, as observed in dynamic 
bottleneck production in section 4.3.

5.3. Self-healing system

The anarchic manufacturing system exhibits robust self-healing characteristics against 
dynamic and unforeseen disturbances, as shown in the dynamic bottleneck experiment in 
section 0. Bottlenecks can significantly impact productivity, even in flexibly structured 
systems. The anarchic system was able to reallocate operations away from the bottleneck 
resource to directly interchangeable resources just as effectively as a centralised flexible 
system that manages all interchangeable resources concurrently. This was observed 
through similar rates at which WIP jobs, in Figure 9, and order lead time, in Figure 10, 
increased for the two systems. This aligns to self-organising and fault-tolerant character-
istics proposed for distributed systems (Heragu et al., 2002), and reinforcing previous 
conclusions (Leitão, 2009; Ma et al., 2019a).

5.4. Reducing myopic decision making

Myopic decision making is a key criticism of distributed systems (He et al., 2014), where 
short-sighted decisions result in globally suboptimal outcomes. The anarchic 
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manufacturing system for assembly has adapted agent decision making to maximise 
lifetime profitability; demand impacts a product’s selling price and reported recent costs 
indicate profitability for selecting one model over another. This lifetime profit maximisa-
tion is an effective alternative to other myopic decision making counter measures; re- 
introducing hierarchy and altering competitive behaviour are likely to impede emergent 
behaviour (Blunck & Bendul, 2016). Lifetime profitability maximisation is a complex 
decision with highly uncertain outcomes; the environment is likely to change over the 
course of a job agent’s lifetime. When an early decision was forced, in balanced produc-
tion at ψ = 3, it impedes agent and global outcomes as agents cannot impact their early 
decision making.

For flexible scenarios, with late job to model customisation that allow agile systems to 
maximise flexibility, the impact of myopic decision making is reduced; through delayed 
and dynamic decision making throughout an agent’s life. However, as shown in the 
balanced production experiment with reduced flexibility, at ψ = 3, early decisions 
significantly impact outcome, evident through very high WIP jobs in Figure 6. The 
lack of global coordination has impacted performance of the anarchic manufacturing 
system in this uncertain and inflexible environment.

6. Conclusion

The mixed-model production planning and control assembly problem is evaluated 
comparing anarchic manufacturing to centralised systems. The assembly problem uses 
multiple jobs that join to form a product, requiring inter-job coordination. Anarchic 
manufacturing is a distributed system, based on free market principles, and has been 
successfully applied to the mixed-model assembly problem. Experiments evaluated an 
idealised balanced production and dynamic bottleneck scenarios and found the anarchic 
system is superior when it can use complexity to its advantage through maximising 
flexibility. Additionally, dynamic bottleneck experimentation, that evoked unforeseen 
disruption, validated previous assertions and studies for the robustness and self-healing 
nature of distributed systems. The anarchic manufacturing system was able to fulfil 
mixed-model assembly production, and even exceeded centralised performance under 
certain circumstances. Several desirable anarchic manufacturing traits were observed; 
these include agility and maximising flexibility, self-healing and reduced myopic decision 
making.

There are some limitations to this research, most significantly due to the idealised 
scenarios used and experiment variables. Idealised scenarios were used to establish a 
baseline relative performance of the anarchic against centralised systems; however, this 
cannot be translated directly to industry without further research. Contextual factors 
beyond those modelled would be required before industrial consideration. Furthermore, 
the scope of experimentation is relatively narrow to the range of scenarios presented in 
industry.

This research, by finding that a distributed system can effectively be applied to the 
assembly problem, impacts both academia and industry. For academia some 
theorised benefits of distributed systems are realised for assembly scenarios, indicat-
ing value in further research into the field. Additionally, the case for free market- 
based systems is strengthened due to their adaptability to different scenarios. There is 
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still relevance to industry despite the immature state of research into distributed 
systems for assembly. Industrial applications with an assembly or collaboration 
problem could in the future benefit from distributed systems as complexity and the 
need for flexibility rise, particularly when ‘simplify to improve’ is a significant 
hindrance.

The implications from the findings in this paper suggest that anarchic and distributed 
systems can be used for assembly, where there is a fundamental coordination problem 
that extends decision-making processes beyond an individual agent. Future work shall 
evaluate to what extent can assembly benefit from distributed systems, capitalising on 
distributed system’s reported traits. This will consider how improving agility and flex-
ibility will impact assembly performance, most notably for increasing number of models 
and their variability and thereby increasing complexity. Improved responsiveness of 
distributed systems could challenge the existing methods of fulfilling mixed-model 
assembly which are rigidly bound in sequencing of assembly lines. Additionally, future 
work will consider the managerial and business impacts through a multi-disciplined 
study.
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